To assess the effect of three grid cell properties (size, mean slope of the surface and distance between centre of grid and observation well) on groundwater models' performances, a tropical karst catchment characterized by monsoonal season in Rote Island, Indonesia was selected. Here, MODFLOW was used to develop models with five different spatial discretization schemes: 10 × 10 m, 20 × 20 m, 30 × 30 m, 40 × 40 m and 50 × 50 m. Using parameter estimation method, hydraulic conductivity and specific yield values over a selection of pilot points were estimated. The trends of the performances were calculated at each observation well in order to recommend the most appropriate location for observation well placement in terms of topographical characteristic. It is confirmed that the deterioration of model performance is mainly controlled by the increase of distance between well and centre of the cell, and the mean slope of the surface. Results reveal that model performance increases substantially for areas of low slope (<3%) and medium slope (3-10%) for a smaller grid cell size. Therefore, to improve model performance, it is recommended that the observations wells are placed in areas of low and medium slopes.
INTRODUCTION
The node is also the place at which the numerical equation is solved to yield the output of the model, such as hydraulic head and discharge (Bundschuh & Arriaga ) . It is well acknowledged that, centroid wise, the finer the grid size is, the better the node represents the output (e.g., Refsgaard A number of studies have explored the effect of grid cell size in model discretization using comparison of the performance of different models representing different cell sizes. Refsgaard () developed four models (500, 1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 m finite difference grid) using MIKE SHE software for Karup catchment (440 km 2 ) in Denmark. He analysed the statistics of discharge and hydraulic head of the models and proposed a guideline of using a maximum limit of 1,000 m grid model to simulate distributed hydrological models, as the coarser grid generated deteriorated model results. Li et al. () the effect of horizontal spatial discretization was investigated. They showed that although coarsening of grid size exponentially reduces computational time, the model accuracy with respect to hydraulic head and discharge decreased more than 50%. They also found that coarser models tend to overestimate discharge during high flow cycle as opposed to that during low flow periods.
All the studies highlighted the importance of grid refinement principle in enhancing model performances and concluded that, to some extent, poor representation of the catchment surface attributed to coarser grid results in deterioration of model performance. However, little is Therefore, in this study we would like to confirm that by assessing the effect of grid cell properties on model calibration we are able to efficiently select the most appropriate cell size during the discretization step of model development;
also, to identify the most suitable location for observation well placement in terms of topographical characteristic.
Hence, a guideline to select observation wells based on the effect of grid cell properties (size and distance between centre of grid cell and observation well) and the representation of topography is provided in this study. The findings of this study can not only assist modellers to construct models in spatial discretization steps but also provide practical guidelines for decision-makers on the allocation of investment by determining where observation wells should be placed to help increase model performance. Therefore, the aim of the study is to assess the impact of grid discretization properties in the calibration and validation performances of a groundwater model. The results are evaluated using standard statistical criteria, i.e., mean error (ME h ), root mean square error (RMSE h ) and Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSE h ) using the observed and simulated heads.
Instead of using a synthetic catchment, the study employs a natural real small-scale catchment of a karst spring for the advantage of reducing parameter uncertainty due to better representation of hydrogeological properties and thus increasing model accuracy.
STUDY AREA AND DATA COLLECTION
The study area is located on Rote island, which is in the south-eastern part of Indonesia, geographically between The remaining 8.25% is alluvium deposits mainly formed from physical rocks weathering and sediments scatter the areas around the streams.
The area experiences an average annual rainfall between 1,000 and 2,300 mm, having two distinct seasons: dry (April-November) and rainy (December-March). In the rainy season, monthly rainfall amount reaches to around 400 mm in February, while its intensity then usually decreases in subsequent months and may only reach 4 mm/month in the dry season (August). The dry season ends in October or the middle of November followed by a sharp rise of rainfall in late November or December. The humidity increases during the wet months (December-February) to around 92%, and subsequently drops in the dry season in November to as low as 75%.
Generally, Oemau Spring responds moderately to precipitation. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the hydraulic head fluctuation at an observation well located next to the spring's pool and rainfall recorded in Lekunik 
where K x,y,z is the hydraulic conductivity along the x, y and z coordinates in 'm/day', W is the volumetric flux that represents sources or sinks of water (1/s), h is the hydraulic head (m), S y is the specific yield, and x, y and z are coordinate directions, and t is time (d).
The models were simulated under steady-state and tran- difference method, to assess the impact of spatial discretization properties (cell size, mean slope and distance between observation well and centre of grid cell) (Figure 4(a) ).
Model calibration and validation
Each of the five groundwater models was calibrated using two steps: (1) steady-state condition and (2) 
Model performance criteria
The performances of the developed models for the calibration and validation steps were evaluated using statistical goodness-of-fit measures: mean error (ME h ), root mean squared error of head (RMSE h ) and Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSE h ) as objective functions, respectively. The objective functions are described as follows:
where n is the number of observed wells, h o is the observed head (m) and h s is the simulated head (m).
The ME h was intended to measure the bias between the observed and simulated heads in the calibrated and validated models. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Grouping of slope cluster
The recharge area is dominated by a highly undulated area studied was clustered into three slope groups ( Figure 5 ), i.e., low, medium and high. The clustering is intended to categorize the area into distinct slope distribution and to explain the influence of each mean area slope to the performance of the model, in relation to different grid sizes.
The classification of the slope gradient is described in Table 1 and it is shown that the catchment is dominated by areas with low and medium clusters; 47.51% and 41.44% respectively, while high slope areas share only 11.04% of the total area. Table 2 shows where the seven observation wells are situated in the defined slope cluster. Four wells (OW5, OW6, OW13 and OW15), which are mainly located near the rice farm areas, fall in low slope cluster, while another two wells (OW2 and OW9) fall into medium slope cluster. Well OW17, situated in the hilly area upstream of the catchment, is categorized as being in high slope cluster.
Model calibration and validation
First steady-state simulation results of groundwater heads were compared with the recorded heads in the observation wells (Domenico & Schwartz ) and were analysed using RMSE h . Table 3 summarizes Table 4 .
Effect of discretization of grid size
Overall, the results of the calibration of the five models show that the increase of grid cell size significantly reduces model performance as represented by RMSE h and NSE h (Figure 6 (a) The simulations were performed on a desktop computer Intel Core i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz using 16 GB RAM. Effect of surface slope of the grid Figure 8 presents the model performance at each observation well with respect to mean slope of the surface area.
In general, the increase of slope in each well as a result of modification of grid cell size results in deterioration of model performance represented by increased RMSE h values. The performance decrease due to increased slope differs variably, with the most notable decrease appearing at wells OW6, OW9, OW13 and OW15 (between around 1,250 and 2,040%), which are located in low and medium slope areas (Table 6 ). In contrast, OW17 representing high slope area responds moderately by around a 250% decrease to the increased slope. Meanwhile, a performance change is barely seen in OW2 and OW5, with only around 25% and 40% respectively, conceivably owing to their positions which are adjacent to almost steady surface water elevation of a pool downstream of the spring.
Therefore, it can be concluded that, generally, in an area of smooth topography the possibility of significantly enhancing model performance using grid refinement method is greater than in high slope areas. The rationale behind this is that grid size coarsening resulting in higher mean slope gradients consequently generates smaller modelled recharge volumes. This in the end would decrease simulated head. The relationship between slope augmentation and simulated head is shown in Figure 9 , which confirms that the higher slopes contribute to lowered simulated head (h s ) and increased ME h values. This where the well is positioned in the model (Figure 10 ). Similar to the extent of RMSE h reduction as a result of grid cell expansion in wells OW6, OW9, OW13 and OW15, the drops in model performances due to increased distance implicated by cell size coarsening at those wells are up to approximately 23 times poorer ( Figure 11 and Table 6 ). As such, due to the expansion of grid cell size, the increase of distance between well and the centre of the cell has a parallel effect on the model performance. This confirms the concept explained in the beginning (Figure 1 ), that the more distant an observation point is positioned due to grid cell enlargement, the poorer the model performance.
CONCLUSIONS
Overall, it is concluded from this study that the effect of three grid properties (size, mean slope of the surface and distance between centre of grid and observation well) in model discretization is obvious, and thus the accuracy of models depends on how well the spatial resolution of grid cells is predefined.
As expected, the model simulation results using smaller cell size demonstrate a significant improvement to those of bigger cell sizes; however, the objective of this study was to quantify the magnitudes of improvements. The study confirms that the increase of distance between well and centre of the cell as a result of the coarsening of grid cells results in deterioration of model performance. The magnitude of model performance reduction as a result of increased distance increases up to almost 23 times. Also, it is found that, generally, model performance increases most significantly for areas of low slope ( 3%) and medium slope (3-10%). In these two areas, model performance greatly increases from approximately seven to 19 times for smaller grid sizes. However, in high slope areas (>10%), model performance increases only a maximum of four times. Another important finding is that the This is confirmed in the study; in low and medium slope areas the model performs much better (between around 14 and 21 times) compared to that in high slope area (four times) for smaller grid sizes. Thus, the better representation of model surface area would improve simulation of hydrological processes (i.e., such as run-off and recharge) related with topographic slope. This henceforth provides an improved insight and rationale of not only efficient grid cell selection but also the preference for selecting or placing observation well(s). The most optimal model performance was obtained in the low and medium slope areas given the cell size and slope are reduced. Hence, it is recommended to place observation wells within low and medium slope areas to help improve model performance.
